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The Inspectors General

By Nikolai Gogol

Translated from the Russian by John Anderson

The Players

VoMalanch: Robert Livingston

Lulin: Charles Shopwin

Mishka: Joe Finkiel

The Mayor: Hurant Carrozian

Lyapkin-Tyapkin: Yale Budin

Shepelkin: David Dudley

Bobchinsky: Ernest Sarracino

Dobchinsky: Fred Hunter

A Constable: Richard Farmer

Police Chief: Frank Hunt

Anna: Mary Jane Gaston

Marya: Charlotte Croxton

Osip: Hyman Fox

A Waiter: Ben Epstein

Ivan Alexandrovich: Dean Norton

A Maid: Andrey Hunt

A Merchant: Joe Sevall

The Sergeant's Wife: Lois Odell

Inspector General: Josephine Cohen

Three Wives: Laura Haff, Lenney McClannahan

A Shopkeeper: Paul Bosen

Two Guardsmen: John Vollof, Robert McConnell

The Scene

The action takes place in a Provincial town in Siberia.

Act I

Early morning in the Mayor's house.

Scene I: Before lunch, the same day. A small room at the inn.

Scene II: After lunch, the same day. Same as Act I.

Act II

Same as Act I. The following day.
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